Select/View/Print/PDF
-part of the data only
Go to Start, Go to End
View Menu > Graph View > Go to Functions > Go to Start, Go to End
Use the View/Go To/Start Sample and View/Go To/End Sample to position the sample cursor at the
start marker sample and end marker sample in the sample record.

Don’t confuse the first and last samples with the start end samples. The first and
last samples always refer to the first sample in the record and the last sample in
the record respectively. The start and end samples refer to the position of the
start and end markers, which are used in the calculation of statistical information.

You can also move quickly to the first sample with the Home key, and to the last
sample with the End key

The start sample is marked on the graph with the
is marked on the graph with the
flag symbol.

flag symbol. The end sample

You can set the current sample under the cursor as the start sample with the F7
key, and as the end sample with the F8 key.

The View/Go To/Start Sample and View/Go To/End Sample functions also work in
values view mode, where they position the sample at the top of the window to be
the start or end sample.
To print or format to PDF, click appropriate icon (print or PDF), select Print/PDF options and ensure
that
Start to End samples has been selected as per image below.
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Please note the Help button on the very right hand side in the above image. When selecting the Help
button, the software will automatically find the related part of the Help document in order to provide
assistance.
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